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One GSA – One Voice  
ONE COUNTRY  |  ONE MISSION  |  ONE SOURCE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re all part of One GSA.We certainly appreciate this invitation to present to you today – an excellent example of our “One GSA” partnership… management-supported/emphasized for increased interaction between our respective Services, joint customer visits where it makes sense, etc.A Dialogue Between FAS and PBSMonthly Project Management Briefings (began January 2008)Customer Account Strategy Meeting (February 2008)Rockford Courthouse Pre-Solicitation Conference 	(March 2008)Joint visits (began March 2008)Today Represents Another Step Towards SuccessNext steps… More joint meetings with PBS/FAS’s mutual clientsImproved Operations Through One GSA, One VoiceGSA must build on the steps taken in FY 2008 and improve integration of our real property and acquisition businesses where appropriate. We strive to provide a single contact for our federal customer agencies to meet their goals, making One GSA-One Voice a permanent part of our daily operations.GSA Services and Staff Offices work together to service GSA’s customers, suppliers, and other governmental agencies.Finally, we at FAS want to be the provider of choice for all your workplace and workforce needs — so you can more effectively and efficiently meet the needs of your mission.
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U.S. GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 

GSA Public Buildings Service 
 
 

GSA Federal Acquisition Service 
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FAS Solutions 

PRODUCTS SERVICES TRANSPORTATION TRAVEL TECHNOLOGY MOTOR VEHICLE 
MANAGEMENT 

STRATEGIC 
PROGRAMS & 
INITIATIVES 

Federal Acquisition Service 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Combined, the Category Offerings comprise millions of high-quality products and services available from the world’s leading commercial suppliers, contractors and vendors as well as GSA experts. The Category Offerings are segmented by seven Solutions, which are defined by subject matter to simplify and expedite the search process when matching customer needs with an appropriate solution. 
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Federal Acquisition Category Offerings 

 Product Solutions: Millions of innovative products to 
support the operation of offices, facilities and the 
performance of specialized tasks 
 

 Service Solutions: Pre-qualified professional and 
technical services across many disciplines 
 

 Transportation Solutions: Simplifying the 
movement of freight, household goods and valued 
employees around the world 
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Federal Acquisition Category Offerings 

 Travel Solutions: A broad spectrum of travel, 
lodging, and charge card resources at preferred 
pricing 
 

 Technology Solutions: Leading-edge IT and 
telecom products, systems, and integrated services 
 

 Motor Vehicle Management: Purchase, leasing, 
rental, and maintenance of motor vehicles 
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Strategic Programs / Initiatives 

• Ability One (JWOD) 
• Computers for Learning 
• Cooperative Purchasing (IT & Law Enforcement) 
• Disaster & Emergency Response 
• Environmental – Buy Green 
• Service-Disabled, Vet-Owned Small Business Goals 
• Wildland Fire (Now with DLA) 
• Strategic Sourcing 
• Federal Surplus Personal Property Donation Program 
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Priorities for use of Government supply sources (FAR 8.001)  

  Agency’s own inventory 
  Excess from other agencies  

GSA  Area Property Officer  
 taronda.reed@gsa.gov 
 312.886.8996  

 

 
  FPI/UNICOR… GSA distributes many of their products  

  NIB/NISH (AbilityOne/JWOD)… GSA considered their primary distributor 

www.AbilityOne.gov 

  GSA/VA/DLA 
GSA Wholesale (a.k.a. “Global Supply”) = “requisitioning” 

GSA/VA Multiple Award Schedules/GWACs = “contracting” 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I like to start off showing you how GSA fits into your acquisition duties.  As part of the Federal Acquisition Regulation, Part 8, you are responsible for following the priority of sources as listed.Agency”s own inventory - firstExcess from other agencies – GSA already can start helping!  Maria Lopez POC info provided hereUNICOR – GSA is one of their main distributorsAbilityOne - NIB/NISH – GSA is considered their primary distributor -- (a federal initiative encouraging employment of disabled persons)GSA – separate/distinct programs…     1) Wholesale = requisitioning (already brought into govt supply system, 41CFR– folder in bag, hard copy let me know     2) Schedules = millions of items, already contracted for, FAR 8.4, over $2500 review min 3 Last resort - open market Disabled Americans and prison inmates are given productive employment opportunities, education, and training through these programs.  The administrative costs of placing a schedule order are significantly lower than open market contracting and purchasing.Shall Consider Schedules Before Open-Market Service Sources (FAR 8.002)�How have you documented your contract file to show Schedules were considered in preference to lower-ranking acquisitions?�How has FAR 8.002 compliance been documented in your file?

mailto:taronda.reed@gsa.gov
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Delivery Methods 

 Requisition – GSA Global Supply transfers ownership of current 
government property (fast and guarantee compliance to 
procurement laws & regulations, already competed) 
 

 Acquisition – FAS Multiple Awards Schedules provide self-
service access to thousands of GSA vendors (shorter 
procurement cycle times, direct access to qualified vendors 
already under contract) 
 

 Assisted Acquisition – GSA manages acquisition on a fee-for-
service basis to combine products and key resources 
(customized support before, during, and after contract award) 
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GSA Global Supply 
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GSA Global Supply (a.k.a. MILSTRIP/FEDSTRIP) 
 Source for most of your “common-use” product needs 

 90,000 items, including… 
 Tools, office, janitorial, firefighting, etc. 
 2,200 AbilityOne/JWOD items 

 Requisition-based ordering 
 No need to solicit multiple sources – place a requisition 

 Orders from GSA Global Supply are REQUISITIONS… not 
procurements… regardless of order size or dollar volume 

 Guaranteed full compliance 
 JWOD 
 Socio-economic 
 EPA 
 etc. 

 Government purchase card or AAC billing option 
 GSA accountability for everything from order-placement 

through delivery & billing 

Leverage GSA’s expertise! 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The MISTRIP process involves a continuous, automated flow of thousands of requisitions placed against established contracts each day, to support the standing business requirements of our customers.  Occasionally human intervention is required, but generally GSA’s role is passive and hands-off.  Interrupting the pipeline provides no useful purpose or benefit for DOD or GSA.GSA Global Supply carries only products that are managed by GSA. We handle all the billing. You receive one bill from GSA and GSA handles all discrepancies.  Global Supply means global delivery.Why Order From GSA Global SupplyAdherence to all Federal purchasing regulations. When you purchase from GSA Global Supply, adherence to all Federal purchasing regulations is guaranteed. Guaranteed compliance with Government acquisition policies and socio-economic regulations..Fulfill the mandatory source provision of the Javits-Wagner O'Day Act (JWOD). By purchasing from the National Industries for the Blind (NIB) and NISH you fulfill the mandatory source provision of the Javits-Wagner-O'Day Act (JWOD). GSA Global Supply is the largest supplier of JWOD products. Easy access to UNICOR products. UNICOR is the trade name for the Federal Prison Industries Inc. (FPI), a wholly owned government corporation established in 1934 as part of the Federal Prison System. UNICOR is a source of supply for certain items, available from GSA Global Supply. Environmental compliance. It is GSA's policy to offer products that fully comply with all environmental regulations. GSA Global Supply offers hundreds of items that have recycled content, conserve energy and/or water, or have reduced pollutants to help address environmental concerns relative to minimizing waste, conserving natural resources, and preventing pollution. When you purchase from GSA Global Supply you can be assured that all procurement standards are met. We also provide relevant environmental information about our products to help you make informed decisions. GSA is with you from order to delivery. When you order from GSA Global Supply, GSA is responsible for resolving all discrepancies. All you have to do is call GSA Customer Service at 800-525-8027 and GSA will handle the rest. Government to government billing.  System compatibility makes billing easier.DoDAAC/AAC and Government Purchase Cards Accepted�With GSA Global Supply, remember that no matter how much, or how little you buy, you get easy compliance with the federal procurement regulations.  Our contracting staff has jumped through the hoops so you don’t have to do it.As for GSA Global Supply, as outlined in the Code of Federal Regulations, we exist to consolidate the requirements of the federal government for common use items such as tools and office products. We make it easy for you to purchase what you need and deliver it where you need it. And in addition to FAR compliance we haven’t lost sight of our obligation to provide items on the JWOD Procurement List.  These are items that are made by National Industries for the Blind and NISH employees.When you purchase these products you are providing jobs for individuals who are blind or who have other disabilities.We carry approximately 2,200 of these products and GSA Global Supply is committed not to sell products that are “essentially the same” as JWOD items. So if a JWOD product exists you are guaranteed to receive the JWOD product.GSA Global Supply is your only JWOD Guaranteed source of supply for all of your product needs.It’s not just a matter of following the law…We believe that providing JWOD products is a good thing to do. When you place an order with GSA Global Supply, you are NOT conducting a procurement action.  You’re placing a requisition for items that have already been competed.I want to highlight that distinction because it’s an important part of what we do. Everything you buy from GSA Global Supply is a requisition, regardless of how you order it, regardless of how you pay for it.  We have already conducted the necessary procurement steps and brought this into our Government supply system for you.  No matter how much you buy from us, you don’t have to solicit more sources or do more comparisons.  You can buy from us quickly and simply, and get back to your mission.
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Computer Products Available via GSA 
Global Supply! 
 Desktop Computers 
 Notebook Computers 
 Monitors 
 Printers 
 Memory 
 Servers 
 Network Products 
 Storage Devices 
 Software 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are committed to expanding our product line and making things easy for federal customers.  Just as we expanded our offering of tools and office products, we have also added a new product line:  Computer Products and Accessories.  We now offer several thousand such products in the various categories you see on the screen.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To utilize the ‘Shopping Cart’ function, the user will need to register within GSAGlobalSupply.
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GSA Global Supply… ordering options  

MILSTRIP/FEDSTRIP 
Phone: 800-525-8027 
Fax:  800-856-7057 
www.globalsupply.gsa.gov 
GSAAdvantage!® - www.gsaAdvantage.gov 
www.emall.dla.mil 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On GSAAdvantage!, when you order an item identified with the icon you will know that GSA Global Supply manages the entire requisition process from order placement through delivery to billing and reconciliation.GSA Global Supply carries only products that are managed by GSA. We handle all the billing. You receive one bill from GSA and GSA handles all discrepancies.  Global Supply means global delivery.�

http://www.globalsupply.gsa.gov/
http://www.gsaadvantage.gov/
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What is a Schedule? 
 The Multiple Award Schedules 
Program is a powerful provider 
of commercial solutions. GSA’s 
Federal Acquisition Service 
awards competitive, indefinite 
delivery, indefinite quantity 
contracts to those companies 
who give the Government the 
same or better discounts than 
their best customers….and those 
discounts are passed on to you! 

FAR 8.4—Federal Supply Schedules  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Multiple Awards Schedule applies to contracts awarded to several contractors supplying comparable commercial products and services at varying prices.  Here is the definition of the MAS as taken from the FAR (Federal Acquisition Regulations 8.4).GSA Schedules, also known as Multiple Award Schedules (MAS), establishes long-term government-wide contracts with commercial vendors to provide government agencies access to over 12 million commercial supplies and services. 
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Multiple Award Schedule “direct delivery” contracts... 

 Thousands of pre-existing contracts for millions 
of products & services 
IT, Services, Furniture, Tools, Vehicles, Office 

Supplies, Security Equipment, etc. 
 Volume discount pricing 
Open-continuous solicitation allows addition of 

new technology and products 
Online ordering through GSA Advantage! 
 Assisted Acquisition Service also available 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ordering From SchedulesOrders placed against GSA Multiple Award Schedule (MAS) contracts, using the procedures in Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 8.4, are considered to be issued using full and open competition (see FAR 6.102(d)(3)). Ordering activities shall not seek competition outside of GSA Schedules or synopsize the requirement. In addition, ordering activities are not required to make a separate determination of fair and reasonable pricing, except for the price evaluation required by FAR 8.405-2(d) when ordering services requiring a statement of work. By placing an order against a GSA Schedule contract using the procedures in this section, the ordering activity has concluded that the order represents the best value and results in the lowest overall cost alternative to meet the government's needs.Although GSA has already negotiated fair and reasonable pricing, ordering activities may seek additional discounts before placing an order.While the mandatory small business preference programs in FAR Part 19 do not apply to orders placed against GSA Schedule contracts, such orders may be credited toward an ordering activity's small business goals. Ordering activities may consider socioeconomic status when identifying contractors for consideration of an order (see FAR 8.405-5).It depends on what the services are for and who will be performing them. If the service is accounting (which is considered professional and exempt from the service contract act) then the level is $3,000.  If it is for elevator maintenance and considered "non-professional" services then it is subject to the service contract act and is $2,500.  Most of the services under our professional schedules are "professional labor categories" and thus exempt from the service contract act...so the level is $3,000.
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 Information Technology 
 Products (plasma screens, laser jet printers, 

BlackBerry, etc) & Services 

 Services 
 Environmental, Management/Business/ 

Organizational, Professional Engineering 

 Office Supplies & Paper Products 
 Furniture 
 Tools, Hardware, Appliances 
 General Products 

 Law Enforcement, Hospitality, Scientific Equipment, 
Sports 

 

What items can I buy via GSA? 
What’s available under GSA Schedule  
contracts? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
May be easier to ask “what can’t I buy from GSA?”Literally millions of products/services.6 acquisition centers, broad array.  The products and services GSA offers under schedule run the gamut from office equipment and supplies; laboratory equipment; paint and tools; ADP equipment and software; furniture, and much more.  Each acquisition center has specialized experience with the products and services they manage, and is generally the best source for specific questions regarding the items they manage.   
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How it works… 
 GSA negotiates/awards contracts 

Contracts are awarded with “Most Favored Customer Pricing” 
 Contractors are provided visibility on GSA’s eTool systems 

Contractors promote their own products and services directly to the 
customer 

 Customer agencies compare individual price/delivery options and 
make a best value determination 

 Customer agencies place “delivery/task orders” under the 
Schedule contract 

 Billing is directly between the agency & the contractor 
 Any disputes should attempt to be resolved directly between the 

agency & the contactor 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a nutshell…
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Scope determination… 
 

GSA/FAS Acquisition Center personnel can assist/guide with scope definition; however, ultimate 
responsibility lies with the ordering official. 

 

In GSA Schedule contracts, there are three levels of contract scope. Schedule users should compare the 
contemplated task to each of these levels of scope. 

 
1.  Schedule-level 

 Scope descriptions are stated in general terms so as to include as many commercial products and 
services as possible, subject to the FSC and NAICS indicated in the solicitation description 

 Section B of the solicitation (linked at Schedules eLibrary) 
 
2.  Special Item Number (SIN)-level  

 Breaks down the broad Schedule scope into more specific categories of related products and 
services 

 SIN descriptions are found in both Section B of the solicitation and in GSA’s Schedules eLibrary 
system 

 
3.  Contract-level 

 Most specific expression of contract scope in a Schedule contract, articulated in the individual 
contractor’s price list (i.e., for Services, specific labor categories awarded) 
 The price list is generally considered to be the core of the contract scope. 

 Accessed through GSAAdvantage system or, as appropriate, by contacting the contractor directly 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our FAS Acquisition Center personnel can assist/guide with scope determinations; however, the ultimate responsibility lies with the Schedule task/delivery order placer
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   Ordering Procedures 
 

Services that require a Statement 
of Work 

Products and Services - No 
Statement of Work required 

Under the $3,000 micro-purchase threshold 
Place the order directly with contractor for 
the service that best meets your needs 

Under the $3,000 micro-purchase threshold 
Place the order directly with contractor that 
best meets your needs 

Over the $3,000 micro-purchase threshold 
 Prepare a Statement of Work  
 Send your RFQ and SOW to at least 3 

Schedule contractors 
 Evaluate and make a Best Value 

selection 
 

Over the maximum order threshold 
 Prepare a SOW 
 Send your RFQ and SOW to more than 3 

Schedule contractors and seek price 
reductions 

 Evaluate and make a Best Value 
selection 
 

Over the $3,000 micro-purchase threshold 
 Review at least 3 Schedule contractors’ 

pricelists or use GSAAdvantage!®) 
 Select the Best Value 

 
 
 

Over the maximum order threshold 
 Review additional price lists or use 

GSAAdvantage !®) 
 Seek price reductions from Schedule 

contractors that represent Best Value 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It depends on what the services are for and who will be performing them. If the service is accounting (which is considered professional and exempt from the service contract act) then the level is $3,000.  If it is for elevator maintenance and considered "non-professional" services then it is subject to the service contract act and is $2,500.  Most of the services under our professional schedules are "professional labor categories" and thus exempt from the service contract act...so the level is $3,000.
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Best Value Determination 

 Past performance 
 Special features of the 

supply or service  
required for effective 
program performance 

 Trade-in considerations 
 Probable life of the item 

selected as compared with 
that of a comparable item. 

 Warranty considerations 
 Maintenance availability 
 Environmental and energy  

efficiency considerations 
 Delivery terms 

“Best Value” definition is  
found at FAR 2.101. 
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Three GSA etools to assist you…  

  ® 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you choose the self-service mode, let’s take a look at each of these GSA eTools, starting with GSAAdvantage!
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 Schedule product/service offerings 
 Contractor pricing  
 Pricing comparisons across product categories 
 Specific contractors on a GSA Schedule/GWAC 
 Vendors available under specific socioeconomic 

classes 
 Sources available by submitting an RFI/RFQ 
 GSA Schedule Contract Clauses 

 
 
 

 

  What can I research via GSA eTools?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GSA provides a wealth of information at your fingertips!!
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  ® 

(also linked at e-Library and e-Buy) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who has used Advantage! – by show of hands?
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 Over 11 million products/services available 
 Wide selection of contractors 
 Compliance with regulation/competition requirements 
FAR 
JWOD 
Environmental 
Socioeconomic 

 Compare prices, features, and delivery options 
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Federal Acquisition Service 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have adopted a fresh design but you will quickly see that everything you need (and more) is still there and easy to access.The new design has improved with more intuitive screen layouts that reduce clicks providing fast access to products and services and a better shopping experience. [Click]In the top right corner of the page you’ll find our static links.  The first link will take you to your “my account” page.   [Click]You’ll also reach FEDSTRIP ordering and Requisition Status by using the NSN ordering tab. [Click]There is a new Get Quotes link to access our other eTools from this section – eBuy, eLibrary, and the new GSA Reverse Auctions site.
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 A typical product search 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Browse/loginNote that there is a tutorial available online.  
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Tribal Information                                    

First.Lastname.@your.email.gov                                                  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you’re a first time user, and plan to place live orders, you’ll need to register… a very simple process.When you select agency “Department of the Air Force”, and enter a dot af.mil, it will recognize and take you into the AF Advantage! version.
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 paper 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you log-in, it will show you your most recent orders.Let’s do a typical product search.
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$37.84 

Icons indicate program 
support (NIB/NISH, 
recycled, 508 info, etc.) 

“ceiling” prices 
Easy to order! 

Excellent refine & advanced 
search features!! 

5 

Hyperlink to the vendor’s website 
where additional information 
about the product can be found.   

Pictures!! 

$37.84 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of a typical product search result10,000+ results, slightly overwhelming, to efficiently/easily narrow down, note the “Refine using related terms”, “Search within results”, and “Advanced Search” featuresWealth of cataloging info (pictures!!)Link to vendor’s website for more details.Clicking on NSN/Mfr part # gives more description and comparison of sources (pricing/delivery options)Support of the many & various Procurement Preference ProgramsCeiling prices – further discounts can be requestedVery easy to order!  Let’s take 5 boxes if this 8 ½ x 11 paper, which will come from GSA’s Global Supply (distribution center).
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 plasma tv 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s our shopping cart so far,Let’s keep on shopping!  Our conference room needs a plasma tv…
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X 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to be Energy Star compliant of course.But our budget is also a factor, so we’ll sort by Price-ascending
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1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Down to 13 productsWe need a 42”, and the 4” depth to fit our cabinet, let’s take one of these.
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Environmental aisle 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A major aspect of the President’s recent “American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009”  Whether you have concerns about the environment or are fulfilling a requirement, buying environmentally friendly products is a sound, responsible choice. To simplify your agency's purchasing of these valuable items, the acquisition experts at GSA have developed the environmental aisle, available at GSAAdvantage!®.Our environmental aisle provides you with direct access to thousands of products to help you achieve your mission and meet your environmental purchasing goals. Our vast array of "green" products includes: recycled paper and pens; biobased cleaners; CA Air Quality–compliant paints and coatings; ENERGY STAR printers and scanners; CPG folders and boxes; EPEAT® desktop computers; non-toxic adhesives and sanitizers; and much, much more!    
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keep shopping, or 

Per telecon with gov sales rep, Ernie U. Bizz 

$1600.00 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is our shopping cart showing our variety of items, all available under one shopping system).Remember that posted prices are ceiling prices, if you’ve contacted the vendor and obtained a better price, simply click “reduce price”….As I mentioned earlier, all 3 GSA e-tools are intertwined.  For example, if you had a large quantity of plasma TV’s you could easily send this item to e-Buy for an RFQ to perhaps obtain an even better price.At this point, you can… keep shopping…  (we’re done shopping at this point)Park your cart (excellent feature)– more Or checkout…
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Print this Order Confirmation if 
you like… 

an e-mail confirmation will also be 
sent! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Concise Order Confirmation – print.e-mail confirmation will also be sent.View/Print PO if you like.See the programs you supported!!
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Parked Carts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Retrieve your parked carts -- prices/availability will be refreshed.“Forward” to your budget manager, supervisor, end-user, etc.Can combine multiple carts into one new “current shopping cart”
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hopper 

Order History/Status 
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www.gsaelibrary.gsa.gov 
(also linked at GSAAdvantage! and eBuy) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s discuss our second e-tool available to you.Who has used Schedules e-Library – by show of hands?
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 GSA Schedule/GWAC contractor database 
 Up-to-date contractor information 
New contractors uploaded nightly 

 All product/service categories underneath the GSA 
Schedules & GWAC programs 

 GSA Schedule contract clauses available 
 Link to the GSA Schedule solicitation 

www.gsaeLibrary.gsa.gov 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GSA GWAC contract vehicles have been added to Schedules e-Library. REMINDER: GWACs have competition requirements that differ from MAS contracts and a delegation of authority is required prior to use.The Schedules e-Library download function enables download of files in Excel format.  You can download a specific category – SIN or functional area (GWACs) by clicking on the link “Download all contractors for this Category (Excel)If a contractor has a text file available on GSAAdvantage!, e-Library will provide a quick link to the Advantage text file on the Schedules details page. The text file is supplied by the contractor and usually contains contract terms and conditions, price lists, information about the company, etc.
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waste management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can search by a variety of keywords, descriptive noun, contract number, vendor name, etc.Let’s do a search on “waste management” to see what’s available
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… more specific categories 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Matches will come back that contain “waste management” in the descriptions.Scrolling down shows the matches in Contractors’ name.Let’s look at contractors available for Waste Management Services…
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Display: All Socio-Economic Indicators 
 Small Business 
 Woman Owned Business 
 Veteran Owned Small Business 
 SBA Certified HUBZone Firm 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We now know there are 467 contractors that provide waste management services.  You can narrow down by socio-economic status.You can see their contract numbers, phone/etc.View the Contract Clauses that GSA has inserted into this contract.Clicking on the Schedule level lets you see the solicitation on FedBizOpps – this is useful for customers as well as vendors – it allows them to see more of the contract details including applicable Clauses. The solicitation is very helpful if you wish to view the terms and conditions in this contract.  You can also click on the Advantage! link for more detailed product offering & pricing/delivery information.By clicking on the e-Buy link, you can add these contractors right to the e-Buy contractor selection stage referred to earlier.As I mentioned earlier, all 3 e-tools are intertwined!By clicking on the contractor’s name, you’ll get more detailed POC info for their contract.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You will see contractor information such as e-mail address and website.  The all-important contract-end date is shown here.The GSA Contracting Officer that awarded the contract is also listed. They can be contacted with contract-specific questions. Here’s the “intertwined” links to e-Buy & Advantage!  Next, let’s look at e-Buy.
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U.S. General Services Administration 

GSA e-Buy 
www.eBuy.gsa.gov 

(also linked at GSAAdvantage! and e-Library) 
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What is e-Buy? 
e-Buy is an online Request for Quotes (RFQ) tool that allows  
Federal buyers to obtain quotes and issue orders for products  
and services offered by sellers on the GSA/VA Multiple Award  
Schedules (MAS) programs and Governmentwide Acquisition  
Contracts (GWACs).  
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Use e-Buy to… 
 Determine which contractors can meet your specific 

needs… 
Ability to send Requests for Information (RFIs) 

electronically to GSA Schedule/GWAC contractors 
Ability to attach documents specifying 

requirements 
Progress electronically from RFI to Request for 

Quote (RFQ) 
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Use e-Buy for… 

 Services 
 High quantity or dollar purchases where you are 

seeking a further discount from contract pricing 
 Purchases with complex requirements 
 Determining sources of supply 
 Receiving quotes on Blanket Purchase Agreements 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To begin the first step of the RFQ process, a buyer will need to assign a category and select contractors.  To do this, enter keywords into the search box that describes the products or services intended for purchase, and click “Find it!”.  For this example, the keywords “Copier Services” has been entered.  The search will be conducted against both GWAC contracts and MAS contracts.  A buyer may also drill down MAS or GWAC listings to find the category.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
  e-Buy will display a list of all Schedules and Special Item Numbers (SINs) containing the keywords entered.  Review each of the SIN descriptions to identify the category that most closely matches the requirements.   To view the sellers, click the “Category” 51 100C link. 
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X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The buyer may send an RFQ notice (email) to all sellers in the category by checking the “Select all vendors” box.   Please Note:  Checking “Select all vendors” may result in a large number of quotes being submitted.  Make sure you use discretion when checking this box.  e-Buy allows buyers to re-sort the seller listing by socio-economic status.  If the buyer wishes to view only sellers whom are “Small Business”, highlight it, and click “Go”.  The page will refresh and only “Small Business” concerns will be displayed.  Multiple selections can be made by holding down “Ctrl”.  Upon completion of market research, it is time to select contractors to notify of the buyers requirements. For this RFQ, five (5) sellers have been chosen to receive an email notification about the RFQ.  Click “Submit” to proceed to Step 2.  Please Note:  Sellers selected will be sent an invitation to quote; however, all sellers under the category have visibility of the RFQ in e-Buy and may submit a quote.     
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 Enter an RFQ title 

 For products 

Enter a description, state “See attached SOW/ 
document”, cite evaluation criteria (i.e., Small Business 
preference), etc. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
  In Step 2, the buyer enters specific requirements about the RFQ.    Sellers who were selected to receive email notifications can be viewed by clicking on the number under the “Vendors Selected” column.  If the buyer’s requirements are covered by more than one category, additional categories can be added to the RFQ by clicking the “Add Category” button.  If the buyer is only requesting information or seeking sources, the box next to the RFQ ID should be checked.  This indicates to the sellers that the buyer is only seeking information.    A reference number input box is provided that allows buyers an internal agency reference number if needed.   The buyer must enter a title for the RFQ.  The title will help both the buyer and seller identify the RFQ.  Delivery terms should be specified in the “Delivery” area of the form.  If your RFQ is for products, specify the number of days after the receipt of order the seller is expected to deliver.  If the requirements are for a service, but the exact period of performance is unknown, select the “Date of Award to Date of Completion” option.  If the buyer is seeking services, and knows the period of performance, the dates should be specified. You can enter part numbers, manufacturer, noun name.  Line items can be shipped to multiple locations by selecting the “Change” address button located in the Line Items section. Any additional information or instruction that needs to be provided to the sellers can be typed into the Description field.  Buyers may include information about simple services or indicate that additional documents will be attached for complex services.  Enter a description, state “See attached SOW”, cite evaluation criteria (Small Business preference, etc.), etc.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
  If the buyer already has prepared documents such as a Statement of Work, drawing, spreadsheet, etc., e-Buy allows them to be easily attached to the RFQ by clicking the “Attach Documents” button.
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 Add as many attachments 
as you like 

 Up to 5 megabytes each 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A document can be attached to the RFQ by clicking on the “Browse” button in Step 1.Select the documents from your hard drive or network and attach them directly to the RFQ.  You may attach as many documents as necessary; however, each document must be less than 5 megabytes in size. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
After selecting the documents, you have the option of entering a new name for the document, then click “Upload the File”. Simply upload the file.
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 All sellers, whom were selected, will now receive an 
email notification about the RFQ.   

 

 In addition, the RFQ will be posted for viewing by all 
sellers under that specific category.  (Remember Section 
803.) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The “RFQ – Review” page…  The buyer must specify when the RFQ will close.  Although the system defaults to 5 days, the minimum requirement for an RFQ to be open is 2 days.  Be sure to allow contractors sufficient time to submit a quote.  A buyer can specify the RFQ’s exact closing time in hour increments.  The closing times are based on the Eastern time zone.  After selecting a closing date, make sure to review all information you previously entered.  If you need to make changes, click on the “Back” button which will return you to the requirements information page.  If the RFQ is not immediately ready to submit, it can be saved to draft by clicking the “Save to Draft” button.  The RFQ will be saved, but will not be issued until it is retrieved and submitted.  If the RFQ is completely finished and ready to be submitted, click the “Submit RFQ” button.At this point, the RFQ has been submitted and the clock begins to tick.  All sellers, whom were selected, will now receive an email notification about the RFQ.  In addition, the RFQ will be posted for viewing by all sellers under that specific category.     The contents of the RFQ can now be forwarded to a co-worker. This will be explained in detail later.
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Modifying a previously-submitted, 
still-open RFQ… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s discuss another feature of e-Buy.  A buyer may later modify an RFQ as long as the RFQ is still open.  To do this the buyer must:Login to e-BuyClick on the “My RFQs” link which takes them to the Active RFQs page, then select the RFQ that needs to be modified.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 For this example, RFQ67588 was selected. The buyer must then click on the “Modify RFQ” button to begin.
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 Description/purpose of the change 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To Modify the RFQ, a buyer must first type a description of the changes or the purpose of the modification in Step 1.  In step 2, the buyer must update the RFQ to reflect the changes desired.  For example, extend RFQ close date/time, add another document, etc.
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® 

Additional Training & Assistance is Available Through 
 your Customer Service Director 

Richard Huston 
Minnesota/Northern Wisconsin 
612.725.3828 
Richard.huston@gsa.gov 

Hakeem Ali 
Chicago/Southern Wisconsin 
312.353.5531  
Hakeem.Ali@gsa.gov 

Allison Crews  
Michigan  
313.317.9596  
Allison.Crews@gsa.gov 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any questions!If not…

tel:313.317.9596
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   Any questions? 

  ® 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any questions!If not…
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Publications 
 Centralized Mailing List Service 
www.gsa.gov/cmls 
cmls@gsa.gov 
817.334.5215 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Suggest Market Tips, Protecting What Matters, Global Supply catalog or CD, etc.

http://www.gsa.gov/cmls
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Richard Huston 
GSA Federal Acquisition Service 

Customer Service Director 
 Minnesota/Northern Wisconsin 

612.725.3828 
Richard.huston@gsa.gov 

Thank you for your attention! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please don’t hesitate to contact me regarding any GSA programs/issues/training!!
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